
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL Osterwoche· 

OSTERSITTEN UND BRAUCHE I CUSTOMS and TRADITIONS 

OSTEREIERSPIELE I EASTER EGG GAMES 

Keeping Regional Easter Traditions Alive 

In most German families the Easter bunny and Easter eggs are an integral part of the celebration of 
Easter. The bunny traditionally hides the eggs in the garden and the children swarm out to find them. 
There are a few regional variations though, for example an egg-rolling custom called "EiertrUllen" in 
northern Germany, the search for Easter water or looking for eggs in a manner known to Goethe. 

In the region of East Fresia in the north of the country the Easter eggs are rolled or thrown from hills and 
the slopes of dykes, or knocked together otherwise. The low German term for the pastime is EiertrUllen. 
Children love to compete against each other, letting their eggs run down sandy hillocks - the winner is 
the one whose egg arrives at the bottom in one piece. 

In Weimar a local custom recalls the author Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, who lived in the area for 

decades. Once a year on Green Thursday he would invite children into his garden where he had hidden 
eggs for them to find. Weimar maintains the tradition to this day and invites youngsters to search for 
Easter eggs in the Park on the river llm where Goethe's residence stands. 

Some Easter egg games have been preserved at certain 
places in Germany or have even been newly devel
oped. Children try to outdo each other in rolling 

colored eggs down grassy slopes, for instance, or they 
knock the eggs' pointed ends together and the child 
whose egg does not shatter gets the broken one, too. In 
Winningen on the Moselle River this custom, called 
"Ostereierkippen;' was even used as the name of a 
local fest. 

Easter Games---Osterspiele 

1. egg rolling: Eierlesen, Eierlaufen 
2. egg hunt: Eierjagd 
3. egg cracking: Eierdoppen 
4. egg racing on a track: Eierlegen 
5. egg hardness: Epper 
6. closest egg: Eierkugeln 
7. egg throwing: Eierwerfen 
8. egg spinning: Eiertrudeln 

----

osterspjele fEa~r games} 

Rolling Easter eggs down a grassy 
or sandy slope is a tradition on 

the islands of East F resia. 

Rolling eggs down a hill is also t radition in Gennany and other German-speaking countries, found In games such as Ostereierschieben 

and Eierschibbeln. 


